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I that bodies, responsible as they are to the community, be
to community for the major decisions that so vitally

it's
I to fire policies of Victorian and put
the of concern.

For the last no naturally ignited fires have been allowed to bum.
As a has no natural regrowth, no natural for to

and Hie of this is of feed and habitat for native and'
this the of the bush as I it forty

and bird life, native plants and animals9 and
be eveiywhere.

in can be attributed to the fact
no feed, no to water and no escape from

a has altered forever as result of the of the
of the fire cycle.

I that if is not brought to bear on this, will be no to
our or with anyone else's kids ie tourism.

All and private are one and should be as on an
and with accountabflity.Faimerss for instance, are from
-they be accountable in both a conservation 9 and

or go down .Their with the land is therefore of an
and very with huge experience and knowledge of

to bear in every action and decision.
This not to be the with government managed land. The administrative

a power of unquestioned authority whose action or is
; as promotion or the money to be in

well before the simple maxim that prevention of the
that to is the accountable action.
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A is prevention is if for
in or are allowed to bumsnot put out as is the as is

The the function of the and
is in an of is

in by whose education is largely ; a
is thus lost and it is the that is

the cost of fire is and and
in all and also .under the we

human life. The cost in dollar to the
is very hut the loss of species diversity in our and

is the for it is the environmental of this and all

The is to view fire as a poMcy with the due
to a on pay

the big in . The to the be
.

is out fast I believe that all who love and who are
in the to their and

the aim to the government that is
way of survival.

for your of my concern.
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